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IX Understanding Baby's Needs From Infancy Into Toddlerhood

Abstract:
This module focuses on the ever changing needs of the growing baby.  Issues covered
include nursing on cue vs. a schedule, parenting the fussy baby, night time nursing, starting
solids, nursing strikes, separation anxiety, teething and biting, setting limits, and weaning.
The discussions focus not only on the baby but on integrating the baby's changing needs into
the family.

Resources:
WOMANLY ART OF BREASTFEEDING, 6th edition, chapters 6, 7, 13, 14, 15;
BREASTFEEDING:  PURE AND SIMPLE chapters 5 and 6; THE BREASTFEEDING
ANSWER BOOK chapters 5, 7, 8; The Family Bed,; Night Time Parenting, The Fussy Baby;
LLLI Information sheets no. 20 "When Babies Cry,"  #62 "How to Handle a Nursing Strike,"
and  #105a "Baby's First Solid Food"; local La Leche League Leaders

Complimentary Reading:  Whole Foods For the Whole Family

Handouts:  LLLI Information Sheets  #20, 62, 105a

Instruction Aids/Visuals:
baby food grinder; doll; variety of baby carriers; large paper or chalk board listing the major
focus areas of this module (the instructor may want to divide the list into early infancy
concerns and older baby/toddler concerns on separate lists)

Approximate Instruction Time:  1 1/2 to 2 hours

Discussion suggestions:
During the first couple of weeks postpartum, the new family is just getting used to having a
baby in the home.  The parents are working on getting a good start with breastfeeding,
figuring out the best ways of diapering, holding, soothing their baby, and rearranging
household responsibilities.  Gradually, they may become concerned about scheduling the
baby's nursing times, why their baby has periods of crying, why their baby will not tolerate
laying in bed by himself, or when they will be able to sleep again at night without
interruption.  Quite often when a baby's actions and needs do not mesh with the parent's
expectations or if the parents cannot help their baby when he is distressed, breastfeeding will
be blamed as the problem.  Rather than recognizing these dilemmas as things parents need to
adjust to just because they have a new baby, breastfeeding may be seen as the culprit causing
these inconveniences.  The mother rapidly loses confidence in her ability to mother through
breastfeeding.  Bottles start to work their way in and pretty soon, the mother's milk supply
diminishes.  Bottles become more important as the mother has "lost her milk."  One of the
key things a Peer Counselor can do is reassure that many of these dilemmas occur because
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they go along with the territory of having a baby and that breastfeeding should continue.
Solutions to difficulties can be found without compromising breastfeeding.

Thinking back to the time when your babies were new, what are some thoughts you'd share
with a new mother who had concerns about the topics written here on this board?
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Outline:  Module IX: Understanding Baby's Needs From Infancy Into Toddlerhood

A. Defining the needs of the infant
1. Nursing on cue vs. nursing on a schedule

a. Explain the system of supply and demand, when and how the breast makes milk, 
and why babies need to nurse frequently

b. Babies become socialized from frequent nursings and interactions with mother

c. Sucking is a tension release for the baby

d. Babies have not read the books written about baby care, they only know how they
feel

e. Women all over the world have nursed their babies successfully without even 
having a clock; many women could not read a clock even if they had one

f. As a baby grows and the milk supply becomes well established, the baby may 
become more regular about when he needs to breastfeed; during growth spurts,
periods of low supply, or illness, babies will nurse more frequently than usual

g. Baby cannot be spoiled by nursing when he asks; responding quickly to the baby's
needs builds trust in the mother and forms the basis of an ability to love

2. Night time nursings
a. Some babies will consume twenty-five percent or one quarter of their food intake

at night through nursing

b. Sleeping a five hour stretch is considered sleeping through the night

c. Babies do not have a concept of night and day

d. For families who are comfortable doing so, bringing the baby to bed with them is
a perfectly acceptable thing to do; mother can respond to baby's cue for nursing

quickly before baby needs to cry; night times can remain quieter; saves parents 
from getting up in the night to tend to a crying baby and having their sleep totally 
disrupted

e. Babies and children gradually do learn to sleep at night without needing their 
parents; responding to baby's night time needs builds trust and gives                     
reassurance to the child, it does not cause bad habits

f. The issue really isn't whether or not a child sleeps through the night but whether
or not the parent's sleep is disrupted by a child

g. Parents of toddlers can try to set limits on how often their toddlers nurse at night; 
this works with varied success, but may be worth a try for the mother who finds 
herself nursing a toddler every hour or two during the night
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3. Parenting the fussy baby
a. For reassurance check the baby's diaper count; if low, fussiness could be 

due to low milk supply; review breastfeeding management with mother to 
pinpoint difficulties; is mother letting baby finish the first side first so 
lactose and fat are in balance;  remember to ask about smoking and birth 
control pills, too

b. Many babies have fussy periods; parents need an empathic ear and 
reassurance that the child will move out of that stage; in the meantime

they need tools to cope with the fussy baby

c. Demonstrate various ways to hold a baby--colic hold: holding baby facing 
forward in a sitting position so baby's back is against parent's chest

d. Remind parents that breastfed babies do need to burp and demonstrate 
various ways of doing that

e. Most fussy children benefit from being held and usually want their
mothers to hold them; baby carriers are helpful for this; borrow
some to try out and find one that works well for mother and
baby

f. Change the scenery and activities: find out what seems to help baby: going
for walks, taking a bath or shower, singing, dancing, reading, the

sound of a vacuum running, a drive, being swaddled, being
undressed, massage

g. Mother may want to look at her diet to see if something she is eating is 
causing difficulties; milk products are sometimes the culprit; however, 
looking for food-related fussiness is not easy, can be depressing for the 
mother, and does not always yield success

h. When parents have a high need or fussy child, it is important that they get 
exercise and refuel themselves; vigorous exercise helps to relieve stress

and feelings of being trapped by a fussy baby

B. Defining needs of the older baby/toddler
1. Starting solids

a. Babies do not need solid food until they are about six months of age

b. Signs of readiness include:  tongue coordination has developed to swallow
solid food rather than push it out; eye, hand, mouth coordination has 
developed; nursing just doesn't seem to be enough--baby looking

around for more--this sign is dependable for baby at least six months of
age; baby grabs food off mother's plate; baby not happy playing
with a spoon while everyone else eats; baby teething and
wants to chew more than teething toys
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c. Introduce foods slowly; at first solid food is a supplement to breastmilk, as
the baby grows older and into toddler-hood, breast milk becomes the 

supplement to solid food; starting solids is mostly an experimental and 
experiential stage, although some babies do want more solid food than 
others

d. Follow doctor's or clinic's recommendations about what foods to start
with; mashed, ripe bananas, mashed, cooked sweet potato, whole
grain cereals, and 
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cooked squash are good first choices; some babies are quite particular about 
taste and texture, others are eager to try any new food

e. Home-prepared baby food is cheaper and usually more nutritious than commercial
foods;  parents can cook up a small quantity of food and freeze portions in ice

cube tray, thaw a food cube as needed; baby food grinders are handy but a
fork can be just as useful

f. Emphasize fresh fruits and vegetables and whole grain products over processed 
foods; read labels to find out what exactly is in the product

g. Avoid foods that only add calories without body building proteins, carbohydrates,
fats, minerals, and vitamins; choose a fruit juice over a fruit drink, pop, or

fruit flavored beverage; choose whole grain breads and cereals over white
breads and refined cereals; fresh and frozen vegetables and fruits
generally have more vitamins than their canned counterparts
because the heat required to process the cans destroys some
vitamins

h. Wait until baby is one year old for honey, dairy products such as milk or cheese, 
and eggs

i. Babies can drink water from cups when they are ready, about nine or ten months; 
this is just a guide, some will be sooner, some later

j. It's important to remind mothers that weaning the moment something other than 
mother’s nipple is put into the baby’s mouth; however, weaning from the breast

can take another year or two if mother and baby are willing

k. Remind mothers that it is not necessary to wean to a bottle; babies can go right to
a cup and bypass bottle completely

2. Teething and biting
a. The eruption of teeth is the time many mothers wean their babies from the breast; 

babies can learn to nurse and keep their teeth out of the way

b. While babies are nursing they need to keep their tongues over their lower jaw; in 
order to bite they need to pull their tongues back; this happens either purposely or 
during sleep

c. If a baby bites purposely, mom can usually see it coming; quite often baby will 
smile sweetly at the end of a nursing and then chomp down; mother needs to be
attentive to this and be ready to take baby off breast before it happens or issue a 
firm "no" before it happens

d. Most babies try this trick a few times and then forget about it; a firm "no biting"
or "stop" and setting baby down to do other things usually solves the problem
after a few times; some babies are more persistent and their mothers need to
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be more diligent

e. Sometimes having a toy, frozen wet wash cloth, or toothbrush handy that the baby
can bite is helpful; mother can take the baby off the breast and say "You can

bite on this"

f. Babies who bite during sleep do it unconsciously and clamp down very hard; 
mother needs to wedge a finger in the baby's mouth and pry it open
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g. In the event that baby bites hard enough to cause injury, mother should
rest the injured side, nurse only from the other side and pump
or hand express to relieve fullness and maintain milk supply; this
rarely happens as most babies learn quickly not to
bite

h. While it is natural to scream or show a similar strong reaction to a bite, 
suddent strong reactions can cause a baby to go on a nursing strike; 

likewise, hitting the baby or biting back are inappropriate reactions on
the part of the mother

i. Biting may be the first time a mother needs to say no to her baby and can
be a difficult time; mother may wonder why baby wants to hurt her; she
needs                       reassurance that baby needs to see what will
happen when he uses his teeth; he is unaware that biting
hurts

3. Nursing strikes
a. Identified when a baby who had been happily nursing suddenly quits for

no apparent reason; baby usually getting all or most of his food from
nursing and had showed no sign of weaning

b. Nursing strike is way of baby telling mother that something is wrong; 
usually lasts from two to four days if mother is encouraging baby to take

the breast, although some go on for longer

c. This does not mean baby has weaned, and through patience and
persistence, mother can get baby back to breast

d. Common causes of a nursing strike include: mouth pain, ear infection,
cold or stuffy nose; too many bottles, pacifiers, or frequent thumb
sucking, which may have decreased milk supply; regular
distractions and interruptions while  nursing, an unusually
long separation from mother, mother's strong reaction to baby
biting, major change in routine such as traveling, moving, arguing in 

the house or other loud, stress causing noise, or repeatedly putting baby off 
when he asks to nurse

e. Mother will probably feel rejected and need lots of support from her Peer 
Counselor; remind mother that the baby does not reject her, but is 
responding strongly to a situation which causes him distress

f. Mother will need to make sure that her breasts do not become overly full; 
she does not need a plugged duct or infection on top of this worry

g. Mother can give her baby her pumped milk by cup or spoon; it is best to 
avoid bottles to make going back to the breast easier; keep track of diapers

to make sure baby is getting enough
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h. Ideas to get baby back to the breast include:  try nursing when the baby is 
sleepy, instinct kicks in and the baby may nurse quite happily when not 
awake; vary positions; nurse while in motion--stand and walk around or 
rock; nurse baby where there are no distractions; give baby extra skin-to-
skin contact without making any effort to nurse; extra focused attention

can help; try nursing with extra skin contact, mother could undress
to waist and have baby only in diaper, cover with blanket if
cold; nurse baby in vertical position with baby’s legs
straddling mother’s body (like bouncing baby on your knee and
pulling the baby straight into the breast)
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4. Separation anxiety
a. Normal part of babyhood; baby feels distressed when mother disappears; can 

happen suddenly in second half of first year even if baby had separated well 
previously

b. Not pushing separations can help reassure baby and build trust

c. Mother needs empathic ear to help her through this time; reassure mother that 
responding to baby's need for her will not make baby over-dependent on her; 
responding to baby's need builds the trust that babies need in order to become 
independent as they mature

d. Mother may feel that she is being held hostage to her baby, not even able to go to 
the bathroom without him; assure her that this too shall pass

5. Setting limits
a. The parents' job is making sure that their children are safe themselves and are

acting safely around others:  that is what setting limits is about; giving a child
boundaries within which they have the freedom to do what they would like

safely

b. Parenting is not a spectator sport; it requires action and involvement on the part of
the parents

c. When children are very young they need a lot of direction, re-direction, and 
distraction, all of which requires parents' insight and creativity

d. Child-proofing the house is one way to minimize the amount of direction and 
distraction parents need to provide; set out of reach things that are not okay for
a baby, toddler, or young child to get; lock up hazardous materials--cleaning 

solutions, home maintenance and repair products, medications and vitamins,
auto supplies; secure things that could easily be knocked over, keep pan
handles turned in on the stove, push items on counters or tables
away from the edge and from little exploring fingers

e. Let the child know verbally where he can and cannot be; physically and gently 
remove a child from off limits areas

f. Learn about normal child development and provide safe opportunities for
exploring new skills and movements; provide opportunities for success

6. Weaning
a. Weaning begins when supplements to breast milk are started; weaning can take a 

matter of days or years, depending on the needs and desires of the mother, baby,
and their family

b. Gradual, natural weaning is beneficial because it allows time for baby to get used
to other ways of having emotional and physical needs met and allows the
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mother's             body to adjust slowly to making less and less milk

c. As baby grows into toddlerhood, nursing takes on a larger role in fulfilling 
emotional needs; many toddlers will run over to mother to nurse just until the

milk               lets down and be off again to play and explore; they just need
to check-in for an emotional energy boost and grounding
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d. Nursing is a relationship and both parties ideally will have some say in
when the relationship ends; if mother is ready to wean before the baby/child
is, it is best if she can still keep the child's needs for her in focus; when trying
to cut down on the number of times a baby/child nurses, she should do so 

gradually and replace the nursings with activities that still involve
mother such as story time, bathing, walks, play time; if the
weaning involves using more bottles, it is important that
mother hold her baby when giving a bottle

e. Some mothers think that weaning needs to be all or nothing; compromises 
can be reached; find out from the mother what level of nursing she would

be happy with; for example: sometimes the mother would feel okay about 
nursing just during the night but not in the day; help her figure out

strategies for daytime weaning; help the mother understand that if the
baby/child still has a strong need to suck, then her baby
may not be ready to wean as quickly as she might desire

f. Babies and toddlers have a "sucking quota," that needs to be met; if they 
cannot reach their quota during the day, they will often wake up more at 
night

g. Toddlers need to learn "nursing etiquette" or manners; mother will need to
set limits on when and where it is okay to nurse; mother may need to

be creative with distractions if toddler needs to nurse when it isn't
appropriate; many mother-toddler nursing couples find a
code word to use for nursing such as nursie time, noo-noos,
other side, milk time, or neenie; mother needs to feel
comfortable with the word in public so she should discourage anyone 

trying to teach the toddler words foR nursing which are unacceptable for the 
mother

h. Nursing etiquette also includes what toddlers may do while nursing; some 
want to play with the other side, or pinch mom's skin, or try to pull up her 
shirt or pinch her nipples in public; the mother needs to let her child know 
what is okay and what isn't okay; setting limits with the nursing toddler is 
necessary; it is not okay for a toddler to hurt, irritate, or repeatedly

embarrass his mother through nursing


